Resources for Libraries & Lifelong Learning
● We are all about resource sharing.
● Always thinking about how to better share resources.
○ Took away 300,000 physical items.
○ More emphasis on BadgerLink, Wisconsin’s Online Library.
○ Still facilitating ILL  more transactions with less staff.
What is a drone?
● Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)
● The word “drone” comes from the military  a UAV that travels on a predetermined path.
● Quadcopters are the most common and what we think of when we think of nonmilitary
drones.
○ 4 propellers. 2 spin clockwise, 2 spin counterclockwise  counteracts Newton’s
3rd Law.
○ Contains microcontroller, accelerometer, and gyroscope to control movement.
● Can be used for recreation, photography, or delivery.
● What’s the difference between a drone and a remote controlled airplane?
○ At the hobby level, not much.
○ At the professional level, drones can fly long distances to remote locations using
either camera controlled flight, or automated flight.
● Become “smartphones with propellers” instead of “airplanes without pilots.”
○ Utilizing the “Internet of Things”
○ Able to more smartly navigate and guide.
○ Respond to requests from distance. (ie patrol my house).
Great, let’s start loaning library books!
● Amazon Prime Air was announced last year, not happening anytime soon.
○ FAA took six months to approve a testing permit application.
○ Now Amazon is testing in Canada.
● Not so fast, The FAA clarified its position.
○ Daylight.
○ Line of sight control.
○ Under 55 lbs.
○ Only in certain locations (not near airports or high security areas).
○ Pressure is coming from the forprofit sector to revisit drone regulations.
● Finnish Post Office is testing drone delivery for parcel packages.
○ Live pilot.
○ Only looking at “last mile” delivery  bulk delivery doesn’t scale.
○ Libraries would also be looking at this type of system. We won’t replace the red
vans with drones and be successful.
● Zookal and Flirtey are delivering textbooks in Australia to college students via drone.
○ Privacy concerns.
○ Use Android app so the delivery isn’t identifiable by location.
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Security concerns.
Customer has to send an accept command from their phone before package is
lowered.
China is already using drones extensively.
Drones are being used extensively in Agriculture
○ Even in Wisconsin!
○ Perfect for a discussion series about drones.

Beyond Physical Delivery
● Google acquired Titan Drones to support Project Loon
○ Delivers LTE speed Internet access to remote areas.
○ Originally used balloons, but they are carried by the whims of the stratosphere.
○ Drones can hold location and stay in flight for longer periods of time.
○ Can cover roughly 25 square miles of territory.
○ Think of the implications this would have on library service if we offer it!
○ Think of the implication on library service if someone ELSE offers it (Google,
municipality, etc.)
● MIT created SKYCALL a service that escorts students to specific places on campus.
○ The drone not only follows a preset path from point A to B, it interacts with the
person.
○ Adjusts its speed in response to the speed of the follower.
○ Able to travel both outdoors and inside buildings.
○ Points out landmarks on the way.
○ History or Literary tours?
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